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$s$ 1 , $s$
.
$s$ $t$ , $s$ $t$
, $s\underline{\triangleleft}t$ . , $s\underline{\triangleleft}t$ $s\neq t$
, $s$ $t$ , $s\triangleleft t$ . $t$
$p$ $t|_{\mathrm{p}}$ .
$t$ $|t|$ .
(1) $t\in \mathcal{X}$ , $|t|=0$ , (2) $t\equiv f(t_{1}, \ldots, t_{n})$
, $|t|=1+ \max(|t_{1}|, \ldots, |t_{n}|)$ .
$\sigma$ $\sigma(x)\not\equiv x$ $x$
, . $\sigma$
$Dom(\sigma)=\{x\in \mathcal{X}|\sigma(x)\not\equiv$
$x\}$ , Ran$(\sigma)=\{\sigma(x)|x\in Dom(x)\}$
. $Dom(\sigma)=x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n},$ $\sigma(x_{i})\equiv t_{i}$ , $\sigma$
$\{x_{1}-\prime t1, \ldots, x_{n}\mapsto t_{n}\}$ .
, $\sigma(t)$ $t\sigma$ . $t$
, $t\sigma$ $t$ .
$F$ $larrow r$ }
$F$ $l$ $r$ 2 $(l, r)$ .
(TRS) , $\mathcal{R}$
. $\mathcal{R}$ ( )
, $\mathcal{R}$ ( ) . $R$
2 $arrow \mathcal{R}$ , $arrow n=\{s,$ $t|s|_{p}=$
$l\sigma,$ $t|_{p}=r\sigma,$ $larrow r\in \mathcal{R}\}$ ,
. $arrow$ $arrow*$
$R$ $\mathcal{R}$
. , $s$ , $L$ , TRS
$\{u|su\}*\vec{\mathcal{R}}$ ,
$\{u|tu, t\vec{\mathcal{R}}*\in L\}$ , $s$ 1 ,
$L$ , $arrow*\{s\},$ $arrow L*$ .
$\mathcal{R}$ $\mathcal{R}$
$s,$ $t$ TRS $\mathcal{R}$ ,
$s,$ $t$ TRS $\mathcal{R}$ , $s$ $t$
. $s\vec{\mathcal{R}}*$
, $s$ $\mathcal{R}$ $t$ .
(TA) $F$,
$Q$ , $Q_{f}(\subseteq Q)$ ,
$\Delta$ . , $f(q_{1}, \ldots, q_{m})$
$(f\in F, q_{1}, \ldots q_{n}\in Q)$ ( )
$f(q_{1}, \ldots, q_{n})arrow q$ ,
$qarrow q’$ . $\Delta$
$\ \dot{\mathrm{x}}$ $arrow$ ,
$\Delta$
.
2 TA . $s$ TA
$A=(F, Q, Q_{f)}\Delta)$ $sarrow*q_{f}(q_{f}\in Q)$
, $s$ 1 $A$ ,
$A$ $s$ . $A$
$L(A)=\{s\in T(F)|sarrow*qf7qf\in Q\}$
$L=L(A)$ , $A$ $L$ . ,
$T\subseteq T(F)$ , $T\subset L(A)$ ,
$A$ $T$ TA( TA) . 2
$\vee\supset lD$ TA $A=(F, Q, Qf, \Delta),$ $A’=(F, Q’, Qf, \Delta’)$
, $Q\subseteq Q’$ $\Delta\subseteq\Delta’$ , $A\subseteq A’$
.
QA $\sigma_{Q}$ Ran(\sigma ) $=\{\sigma(x)\in$
$Q|x\in Dom(x)\}$ . $s\in$
$T(F\cup Q, \mathcal{X})$ , $t\in T(F\cup Q)$ , $t=s\sigma_{Q}$
Q\sigma $\sigma Q$ $t\preceq s$
-t.
TA $A$ TRS $\mathcal{R}$ , $t\in T(F)$ ,
$t=l\sigma q\vec{\Delta}*$ $\sigma_{1}$
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{J}$ $l$ $arrow r\in \mathcal{R}$
$\text{ _{}\mathfrak{Q}}^{\mathrm{A}},$
$tl\sigma_{Q}q\vec{\Delta}\vec{\Delta}**$ QQ $\sigma Q$
, $A$ TRS $\mathcal{R}$
[1].
3 Jacquemard












31( ( TRS) )














TRS, $s\in T(F)$ ,




. 31 , $\mathcal{R}’$
$\{s\}$ TA Jacquemard
, $arrow*\{s\}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{arrow},\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hat{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}- \mathrm{p}$ TA $A$
$\mathcal{R}’$




. Timbuk , TRS
$\mathcal{R}$ TA $A$ , ,
$arrow L(*A)$ TA .
$\mathcal{R}$
,
, $((s, z),\alpha)$ .
. $s\in T(F\cup Q, \mathcal{X})\backslash Q\cup \mathcal{X}$
. $z\in Q\mathrm{U}\mathcal{X}$
$\alpha=\{(l_{1}, r_{1}), \ldots, (l_{n}, r_{n})\}$
- $l_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$l_{n}\in f(w_{1}, \ldots, w_{m})$





$((s, z),$ $\alpha)$ $|$ , $t\in T(F\cup Q)$ $t\preceq s$




$(t’=f(t_{1}$ , ..,, $t_{n})\mathrm{j}\mathfrak{h}>\text{ }$
$f(\alpha_{q}(t_{1}), \ldots, \alpha_{q}(t_{n}))\preceq l\text{ }$
( $t$ , z)\in \mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} )
$\alpha_{q}(t’)=\{$
$r$ $(t’=f(t_{1}$ , . . . , $t_{n})p_{1}\mathrm{c}$
$f(\alpha_{q}(t_{1}), \ldots, \alpha_{q}(t_{n}))\preceq lk$
$(l, r)\in\alpha(r\neq z))$
)
( ) ( )
109
41 $f(g(f(a, q’)),$ $b)$ $q$ ,
$((f(x, b),$ $y),$ $\{(f(x, b),$ $y),$ $(g(x), q_{\mathit{9}})$ ,
$(f(q_{\alpha}, q’),$ $y),$ $(a, q_{a}),$ $(b, q_{b})\})$
. , ,
$\alpha_{q}(a)=q_{a},\alpha_{q}(b)=q_{b},\alpha_{q}(f(q_{a}, q’))=q$ ,




41( ) $((s, z)$ ,
$\alpha)$ , .
Q\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} $\sigma Q$ , $q$ , $s$





$\mathfrak{l}$ $larrow r\in \mathcal{R}$ ,
$((r, z),$ $\alpha)\in$ .
Timbuk
. ,
$t\in T(F\cup Q)$ $q$ , Qq
$\sigma Q$ , $t=$ s\sigma
$\xi=$ $((s, z),$ $\alpha)$ ,
$t$ $q$ ,
$Norm\xi\langle tarrow q$) .





$\{tarrow q\}$ $(t\neq qi91’\supset t\in Q)$






42 $f(q_{1}, g(q2))arrow q\mathrm{s}$
$\xi=((f(x, g(y)),$ $z),$ $\{(f(x, q_{4}), z), (g(y), q_{4})\})$
. ,
$Norm_{\xi}(f(q_{1},g(q_{2}))arrow q_{3})=\{f(q_{1}, q_{4})$ $arrow$
$q_{3},$ $g(q_{2})arrow q_{4}\}$
$\acute{4}$ .
Timbuk . Timbuk ,
$A$ $\mathcal{R}$ , , $larrow r\in \mathcal{R}$
, $l\sigma_{Q}\vec{A}*q$ \hslash $r\sigma Q\neq_{\vec{A}}q$ $\backslash \grave{\{}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{arrow}^{\wedge}$ QQ
\sigma . , $r\sigma_{Q},$ $q$ ,
$Norm\epsilon(r\sigma_{Q}arrow q)$ $A$
. ,
, $A$ TA .











. , Jacquemard TA
, Timbuk
. ,








TA , Timbuk , Timbuk
.
( 1) , TRS $\mathcal{R}$ TA $A$
















1. $—0=\phi$ . $k=0$
2. $larrow g(r_{1}, \ldots, r_{n})\in \mathcal{R}$
, $\xi$
, $–k\sim$ .
$\xi$ $=$ $((g(r_{1}, \ldots, r_{n})_{1}z),$ $(g(w_{1}, \ldots, w_{n}), z)\omega$
$\bigcup_{h\langle_{\mathit{8}_{1}}},$ $,s_{m})\triangleleft g\langle r_{1},\ldots,r_{n})(h(w_{1}’, \ldots, w_{m}’)$ ,
$q_{h(s_{1},..,s_{m}\}}))$








3. k-l $=$ , $—=–k-$ .












( $r_{i}’$ $\text{ _{}\zeta \mathrm{J}}^{\angle\backslash }$, $q[perp]$ $A$
}
3. $A^{k-1}=A^{k}$ , $A^{l}=A_{0}^{Tim}$ .
, $k$ 1 , 2 .
5ITRS $\mathcal{R}$ , TA $A$ ,
TA $A^{Tim}$ , Jacquemard
TA $A^{lG}$ . ,





5 , TRS $\mathcal{R}$
, Timnbuk $\vec{\mathcal{R}}*L(A)$
TA .
, 41 , Timbuk TRS
$\mathcal{R}$ , TA $A$












, TRS $\mathcal{R}$ TA $A$
.
61( [1])
, TRS $\mathcal{R}$ TA $A$
.. $\mathcal{R}$. $A$ TA
2: Timbuk TA ( )
, TRS $\mathcal{R}$ TA $A$
$A$





62 2 TA $A,$ $A’$ $A’\subseteq A$
, TRS $\mathcal{R}$ $\mathcal{R}$
, $A,$ $\mathcal{R}$ , Timbuk
TA $A^{Tim}$ , $A’,$ $\mathcal{R}$ , Timbuk
TA $A^{Tim’}$ , $L(A^{Tim^{J}})\underline{\subseteq}$
$L(A^{Tim})$ .
112
Timbuk TA $A^{Tim}$ $A^{Tim’}$
, $k$
TA $A_{k}^{Tim},$ $A_{k}^{Tim’}$ ,
Timbuk $k$
, $k$ $L(A_{k}^{Tim’})\subseteq L(A_{k}^{Tim})$
.
, .
63TRS $\mathcal{R}$ , TA $A$ ,
, Jacquemard TA ,
$A^{Tim’},$ $A^{Tim},$ $A^{IG}$ . ,
$\mathcal{R},$ $A$ , $\mathcal{R}$
, $arrow*L(A)\subseteq L(A^{Tim^{l}})\subseteq L(A^{Tim})=L(A^{IG})$
$\vec{\underline{\mathrm{a}}L}\mathcal{R}$
.
5.1 , $\mathcal{R}$ $A$ , Timbuk
$A^{Tim’},$ $A^{Tim}$ . $\mathcal{R},$ $A$
, 4.1 , $\vec{\mathcal{R}}*(L(A))\underline{\subseteq}L(A^{Tim’})$
.
62 , $L(A^{Tim’})\subseteq L(A^{Ti\tau n})$ .
51 , $A^{Tim}=A^{IG}$ , $L(A^{Tim})=$
$L(A^{IG})$ .




6I TRS $\mathcal{R}$ $=$ $\{f(x, y) arrow f(x, g(y))\}$ ,
TA $A=(\{a, b, f(, ), g()\},$ $\{q_{a}, q_{b}, q_{f}\},$ $\{q_{f}\}$ , {a $arrow$
$q_{a},$
$b$ $arrow$ $q_{b},$ $f(q_{a}, q_{b})$ $arrow$ $q_{f}\})$ ,
, , Jacquemard
TA , $A^{Tim’},$ $A^{Tim}$ ,
$A^{IG}$ . TA ,
$L(A^{\tau_{l}\prime}")=\{f(a, g^{*}(b))\},$ $L(A^{Tim})=L(A^{IG})=$




62 TRS $\mathcal{R}=\{g(x)arrow g(g(g(g(g(g(x))))))\}$ ,
TA $A=(\{a, g()\},$ $\{q_{a}, q_{f}\},$ $\{q_{f}\},$ $\{aarrow q_{a\prime}g(q_{a})arrow$
$qf\})$ , , , Jacquemard
TA , $A^{Tim^{t}}$ ,
$A^{Tim_{J}}A^{IG}$ . TA ,
$L(A^{Tim’})=\{g(a), g^{m}(a)|m\geq 6\}$ .
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